


Made by rock climbers.
Topologie symbolizes climbers' passion for endless expeditions 
to the most remote crags and mountains of our planet. 
We bring the authentic climber spirit into each product and emphasize 
the quest for inner balance and self exploration.



We make 
functional things 
beautiful.
ºƺǝƺƥƺƁƎŧхǵļƢŧǨхǵƉŧхƀǽưŘǵƎƺưǨхļưşх
aesthetics of climbing gear to create 
beautiful objects for city adventures.



It all started 
with a climbing rope 
and a pulley.

Topologie sees beauty in the perfect harmony of form 
and function inherent in climbing gear. 
It all started with the idea that a climbing rope and 
a pulley could be miniaturized to create a bracelet; 
the result was stunning and we put a name to it: 
The Yosemite Bracelet.

Emboldened by this initial success, we explored the 
aesthetics of climbing bags and imagined how they could 
be adapted for our urban adventures. This led to the 
şŧǨƎƁưхƺƀхƺǽǠхɭǠǨǵхŘƺƥƥŧŘǵƎƺưϯхǵƉŧхƎŘƺưƎŘх�ƉļƥƢх�ļƁϮх
the Rope Bag, the Multi-Pitch Bag, and the Haul Bag.

�țхŗǠƎưƁƎưƁхǵƉŧхļşȔŧưǵǽǠƺǽǨхǨǝƎǠƎǵхƺƀхǠƺŘƢЗŘƥƎƮŗƎưƁхƎưǵƺх
our products, we remind users to push themselves to 
their limits every day with courage and a sense of exploration. 
Even when their adventures are in the city.



Innovative 
ways to carry.

ºƎƮŧхŘƉļưƁŧǨхļưşхȕŧхƥƎȔŧхşƎɪŧǠŧưǵƥțϭ

The Topologie crossbody phone cases have changed 
how phones are carried today. The bottle sacoche and 
ǨƥƎưƁхŘǽǝхƉƺƥşŧǠхƺɪŧǠхļưхŧƥŧƁļưǵхŗǠļưşЗưŧȕх
şǠƎưƢхŘļǠǠțƎưƁхŧȚǝŧǠƎŧưŘŧϭх

The Wares System changes the way you buy a bag.
Topologie brings experience from climbing gear and 
 ƎưưƺȔļǵŧǨхǵƺхƮļƢŧхǽǠŗļưхƥƎȔƎưƁхŗŧǵǵŧǠϮхŧƥŧƁļưǵƥțϭ



Brand Pillars.

01 Adventure.

Topologie brings the authentic 
climber’s spirit into each product 
and emphasizes the quest for 
inner balance and self exploration, 
reconnecting urban living and the 
spirit of exploration in the wild.

02 Ruggedness.

A gear is made for wear and tear. 
It’s not shy about its ruggedness. 
Topologie creates objects that last, 
develop patina and age beautifully.

03 Nature.

Topologie symbolizes climbers’ 
passion for endless expeditions to 
the most remote crags and 
mountains of our planet.

04 Functional 
      Beauty.

hƎƢŧхǠƺŘƢхŘƥƎƮŗƎưƁхƁŧļǠϮхŧȔŧǠțх
ºƺǝƺƥƺƁƎŧхƺŗƟŧŘǵхƎǨхƮļşŧхƀƺǠхļхǨǝŧŘƎɭŘх
ǝǽǠǝƺǨŧϮхǵƺхǨƺƥȔŧхļхǨǝŧŘƎɭŘхǝǠƺŗƥŧƮϮх
without excess decoration.







ͷͷхƮƺşŧƥǨхļǠŧхļȔļƎƥļŗƥŧхƎưхşƎɪŧǠŧưǵхşŧǨƎƁưǨϯх
3.0mm, 6.0mm, 8.0mm, 10mm, and 20mm. 

3.0mm Rope Strap 6.0mm Rope Strap 8.0mm Rope Strap

10mm Rope Strap 20mm Sling









3 types of case. 



Verdon. Dolomites. 

�ƥŧļǠ $ļǠƢхrƎǠǠƺǠ Teal Slate Blush �ƥļŘƢ









Convert your phone case
into a crossbody.





Your Logo / Full Body Print
ºŧŘƉưƎŘļƥх�ƺưǨƎşŧǠļǵƎƺưǨϯхƎƥƢǨŘǠŧŧưхϺх$ƎƁƎǵļƥх¢ǠƎưǵ

Shoulder Straps
ͳͷх�ƺƥƺǠǨхTƮƮŧşƎļǵŧх�ȔļƎƥļŗƥŧхϺхrļƢŧхțƺǽǠхƺȕưхŘƺƥƺǠ

Hardware : Buckles + Caps
GƺƥşхϺхrļǵǵŧхGƺƥşхϺх�ƉǠƺƮŧ

Case Options
�ƥŧļǠхϺхrƎǠǠƺǠхϺхƺƥƎş

topologie’s Signature Tag
tƺǵхƀƺǠх�ǽǨǵƺƮƎȥļǵƎƺư

Your Logo Tag

Crossbody Phone Case 
Customisation Options.



Example.

ǵƺŘƢÞцƎǨхļưхƺưƥƎưŧхƮļǠƢŧǵǝƥļŘŧхǵƺхŗǽțхļưşхǨŧƥƥхƥƎƮƎǵŧşх
ŧşƎǵƎƺưхļưşхƉƎƁƉхşŧƮļưşхǨưŧļƢŧǠǨхƀƺǠхļǽǵƉŧưǵƎŘхǝǠƺşǽŘǵǨх
of current culture. This collaboration is a perfect blend 
of fashion and functional, creating an exclusive edition 
crossbody phone case.



Customize 
your own colour.





5 models of bags with each of the 
şƎɪŧǠŧưǵхƀǽưŘǵƎƺưļƥƎǵƎŧǨхǵƺхƮŧŧǵхļƥƥх
your daily uses.

Chalk Bag Bottle Sacoche Reversible Bucket

Phone Sacoche Flat Sacoche







Crossbody Phone Case 
Customisation Options.

Hardware : Caps
GƺƥşхϺхrļǵǵŧхGƺƥşхϺх�ƉǠƺƮŧ

Shoulder Straps
ͳͷх�ƺƥƺǠǨхTƮƮŧşƎļǵŧх�ȔļƎƥļŗƥŧхϺхrļƢŧхțƺǽǠхƺȕưхŘƺƥƺǠ

Body Color / Materials

CoBrand Logo 1

CoBrand Logo 2



Example.

In addition to being lightweight, it is a functional sacoche 
ȕƎǵƉхƀƺǽǠхǨǵƺǠļƁŧхǨǝļŘŧǨхǨǽŘƉхļǨхǵƉŧхƀǠƺưǵϮхŗļŘƢхļưşхƎưưŧǠϭх
The optimal size for smartphones, wallets, passports, etc.
 is convenient even when traveling. A climbing rope is used 
for the strap to express the taste of climbing  and outdoor 
activities, which is also the concept of the brand. 
The shoulder straps can be adjusted according to the 
extension and styling.





CLANE, 2022 JAPAN
�ǠƺǨǨŗƺşțх¢ƉƺưŧŘļǨŧ

ASUS, 2021 TAIWAN
�ǠƺǨǨŗƺşțх¢ƉƺưŧŘļǨŧ

STOCKX, 2021 HK/USA
�ǠƺǨǨŗƺşțх¢ƉƺưŧŘļǨŧ

LAKH, 2021 HK/TAIWAN
�ǠƺǨǨŗƺşțх¢ƉƺưŧŘļǨŧ
ƉƺǠǵх¢ļưǵǨхȕƎǵƉх�ƉļƥƢх�ļƁ

B:MING by BEAMS,
2022 JAPAN
�ǠƺǨǨŗƺşțхfƺƺȥƎŧ

SAMSUNG, 2021 HK
�ǠƺǨǨŗƺşțх¢ƉƺưŧŘļǨŧ



Stockists Media





website topologie.com instagram ȗǽȊǽǱǽǘǡǋलǽϨǁǡƲǱ B2B contact b2b@topologie.com

Unit C&D, 8/F, Tong Yuen Factory Building,
505 Castle Peak Road, Cheung Sha Wan, Kowloon

Hong Kong.
1F, 6-13-4 Jingumae, Shibuya-ku, 
Tokyo, 150-0001, Japan

Japan.


